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Abstract

This paper describes work conducted in order to control automotive active engine mounts, consisting of
a conventional passive mount and an internal electromagnetic actuator. Active engine mounts seek to
cancel the oscillatory forces generated by the rotation of out-of-balance masses within the engine. The
actuator generates a force dependent on a control signal from an algorithm implemented with a real-time
DSP. The filtered-x least-mean-square (FXLMS) adaptive filter is used as a benchmark for comparison
with a new implementation of the error-driven minimal controller synthesis (Er-MCSI) adaptive controller.
Both algorithms are applied to an active mount fitted to a saloon car equipped with a four-cylinder turbo-
diesel engine, and have no a priori knowledge of the system dynamics. The steady-state and transient
performance of the two algorithms are compared and the relative merits of the two approaches
are discussed. The Er-MCSI strategy offers significant computational advantages as it requires no cancella-
tion path modelling. The Er-MCSI controller is found to perform in a fashion similar to the FXLMS
filter—typically reducing chassis vibration by 50–90% under normal driving conditions.
r 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Automotive engine mounts are required to constrain motion of the engine resulting from low-
frequency road inputs. It is also necessary for the chassis to be isolated from high-frequency
engine vibrations resulting from the rotation of out-of-balance masses. The frequency range of the
see front matter r 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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engine vibrations is such that they can excite components in contact with occupants, and can also
generate significant acoustic noise. The constraint of engine motion requires a stiff, highly damped
mount, whereas isolation requires a flexible mount with low damping. Hence, a passive solution (a
tuned mass/spring/damper system) will always be a compromise.
Active engine mounts seek to overcome this compromise. The example under development at

Bristol University in conjunction with Avon VMS combines a passive hydraulic mount with an
internal electromagnetic actuator capable of transmitting additional forces to the chassis [1]. A
diagram of the mount is shown in Fig. 1.
The passive components consist of a rubber cone spring, and fluid chambers and channels. The

spring provides engine support and acts as a piston upon the main fluid chamber. Deflection of
the spring forces fluid through the channels and into the compensation chamber. The effect of this
is to provide a high level of damping at low frequencies (o20Hz). The diaphragm partially
bounds the main fluid chamber and determines the dynamic stiffness of the passive mount. The
passive section of the mount is designed to have characteristics very similar to a standard passive
hydraulic mount. The active components consist of a permanent magnet and a moving coil,
behaving very similar to a loudspeaker. The coil acts upon the diaphragm and changes the
pressure in the main fluid chamber and thus will transmit a force to the chassis that is dependent
upon an actuator signal supplied by a control algorithm.
The chassis vibration is measured by an accelerometer and is considered to be nearly sinusoidal.

An adaptive algorithm is desirable in order to generate the appropriate actuator signal to make
the chassis stationary relative to the high-frequency engine vibrations, since the frequency of
the vibrations and the dynamics of the system are time-varying. Additionally, it is desirable for the
mount to be applicable to different vehicles with minimal adjustment; hence, no knowledge of
Fig. 1. Cross-section of active engine mount.
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the system parameters can be assumed. Should the system parameters be known a priori, robust
control or gain-scheduling schemes could be employed. The combination of unknown and time-
varying system parameters, however, requires the use of a fully adaptive control strategy (i.e. the
algorithms must operate in the absence of any parametric information).
Much work has been carried out in the past decade in the field of active noise and vibration

cancellation (ANVC). Due largely to its simplicity, the most popular cancellation strategy for this
type of application is the least-mean-square (LMS) adaptive filter, described in Section 2. A
detailed description of the LMS algorithm and its applications may be found in Refs. [2,3]. The
filtered-x LMS (FXLMS) version of the algorithm has been applied to automotive active engine
mounts in a variety of forms, for example in Refs. [4–6].
This paper describes the implementation of the error-driven minimal controller synthesis (Er-

MCSI) adaptive controller [7] with the active engine mount. The Er-MCSI controller is described
in Section 3. The FXLMS algorithm is used as a benchmark for comparison. For this work, Er-
MCSI- and FXLMS-based algorithms are applied to an active engine mount fitted to a saloon car
equipped with a four-cylinder turbo-diesel engine. The performances of the two strategies are
compared and the relative merits of the two approaches are discussed.
2. The LMS adaptive filter

The LMS algorithm was originally developed by Widrow and Hoff in 1960. Since then it has
been widely applied in the field of active noise control. A detailed analysis of the properties of the
algorithm may be found in Ref. [3].
The version of the algorithm used here is the narrow-band FXLMS for cancellation of periodic

noise [2], which takes the form of an adaptive notch filter. Fig. 2 shows the FXLMS arrangement
for the case where it is required to cancel a single frequency.
The engine vibration vðnÞ is transmitted through the primary path dynamics PðzÞ; representing

the passive component of the engine mount. This results in the primary vibration dðnÞ at the
chassis, which is to be cancelled. The cancelling signal uðnÞ is modified by the secondary path
P(z)
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Fig. 2. Implementation of the FXLMS algorithm for cancelling periodic noise.
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dynamics SðzÞ: For this application the secondary path represents the dynamics of the actuator,
the vibration path to the feedback sensor and an anti-aliasing filter. The resultant chassis
vibration is the measured error signal eðnÞ:
A synthesised reference signal ½x0 x1� is generated, which contains only the frequencies that require

cancellation. The filter will only respond to components of the error signal that are correlated with the
reference input. The total measured engine vibration signal vðnÞ could be used as a reference, but this
signal will contain low-frequency components resulting from the overall movement of the vehicle
(road inputs). The forces required to cancel these low-frequency components are too large for an
active mount to generate; so it is undesirable for the filter to respond to them as saturation of the
actuator would occur. For this application, a tachometer generates a square wave at the frequency of
the crankshaft. This signal is used to estimate the engine frequency and to generate a sinusoidal
reference signal at the appropriate frequency (e.g. twice the engine frequency to cancel the dominant
vibration from a four-cylinder engine). The reference signal is defined by the equations:

x0ðnÞ ¼ sinðioenDÞ;

x1ðnÞ ¼ cosðioenDÞ; ð1Þ

where oe is the estimated engine frequency, i is the harmonic order corresponding to the particular
frequency to be cancelled (e.g. 2 to cancel the second-order vibration from a four-cylinder engine), and
D is the fixed sampling interval.
For every frequency present in the reference signal, two adaptive weights are required for

cancellation. The weights are updated by the equations:

w0ðn þ 1Þ ¼ gw0ðnÞ � mx0
0ðnÞeðnÞ;

w1ðn þ 1Þ ¼ gw1ðnÞ � mx0
1ðnÞeðnÞ; ð2Þ

where m is the step-size parameter—a positive real constant used to determine the convergence
rate of the algorithm, and g is a leakage factor applied to the tap weights to avoid the
accumulation of numerical rounding errors. x0

0 and x0
1 are the reference signals x0 and x1 filtered

by the secondary path estimate ŜðzÞ; described by the length L þ 1 vector of time-domain impulse
response values:

ŝðnÞ ¼ ½ŝ0ðnÞ ŝ1ðnÞ ŝ2ðnÞ . . . ŝLðnÞ�
T; (3)

where L is chosen to be sufficiently large to capture the impulse response of the system dynamics
at a given sampling rate.
Filtered versions of the reference signals must be used to compensate for the secondary path

dynamics in order to achieve successful cancellation.
Finally, the filter output (control signal) is given by

uðnÞ ¼ w0ðnÞx0ðnÞ þ w1ðnÞx1ðnÞ: (4)

The FXLMS algorithm will converge, providing the difference in phase between SðzÞ and ŜðzÞ is
not greater than 90	 [8]. ŜðzÞ is usually estimated off-line and then fixed in the real-time
implementation of the filter. For this application, SðzÞ is initially unknown, and is also time-
varying, so it is necessary to perform simultaneous on-line identification and cancellation.
On-line identification is achieved using an additional LMS filter to model SðzÞ [9]. The reference

input to this filter is low-level broadband noise bðnÞ which is added to the actuator signal, and the
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error signal is the measured chassis vibration eðnÞ minus the output from ŜðzÞ: The use of a time-
domain filter can cause problems with the on-line system identification, since the estimate ŜðzÞ can
be corrupted by error signal content uncorrelated with bðnÞ [9]. This can increase the convergence
time of the cancellation filter and result in instability. Road inputs and uncancelled engine
vibration components will be present within the measured error signal, thus a time-domain
estimate would be corrupted. The robustness of the system identification for this application is
substantially improved by implementing the fast-block LMS (FBLMS) algorithm, operating in
the frequency domain [10]. The FBLMS algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.
The weight update equation for block number k encompassing the length L vector of samples

from n � L þ 1 : n is defined as

ŝðk þ 1Þ ¼ gŝðkÞ þF�1½lIDðzkÞB

ðzkÞEIDðzkÞ�1:L; (5)

where (*) denotes complex conjugation and F is the fast fourier transform (FFT). BðzkÞ
2L�2L is a

diagonal matrix with the diagonal terms consisting of

diag½BðzkÞ� ¼ F
bðk � 1Þ

bðkÞ

" #
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Fig. 3. Frequency-domain FBLMS algorithm for on-line secondary path estimation.
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and the block error signal for the identification filter is

EIDðzkÞ ¼ F

0L�1

eðkÞ �F�1 BðzkÞF
ŝðkÞ

0L�1

" #" #
Lþ1:2L

2
664

3
775: (7)

The FBLMS algorithm is usually implemented in order to achieve equal convergence rates across
the frequency spectrum. The step-size parameter becomes a function of the power spectral density
(PSD) of the reference signal. For this application, however, it is a function of the PSD of the
measured error signal, and is a 2L � 2L diagonal matrix with the diagonal terms:

diag½lIDðzkÞ� ¼
m0

P0
eeðzkÞ

; (8)

where P0
ee is the first-order low-pass filtered version of the length 2L PSD of the block error signal,

given by

P0
eeðzkÞ ¼ tPeeðzkÞ þ ð1� tÞPeeðzk�1Þ (9)

with block number k. The degree of filtering is determined by the constant t:
Thus, a lower adaption rate is applied to the frequency bins containing signal power relating to

the uncancelled engine vibration components and corruption of the estimate ŜðzÞ is reduced.
A filter length of 32 was used and the algorithm was implemented on a dSPACE DS1104 board

sampling at a rate of 4 kHz.
3. The Er-MCSI adaptive controller

The minimal controller synthesis (MCS) algorithm [11] is an extension of the model reference
adaptive controller (MRAC). The important distinction between MCS and MRAC is that MCS
requires no a priori knowledge of the plant dynamics. The algorithm used is a derivation of the
MCS controller known as error-driven MCS with integral action (Er-MCSI) [7], and is shown in
Fig. 4 for a single-input/single-output (SISO) system. This algorithm is a form of proportional-
plus-integral (P+I) adaption.
+ - +
+

xm(n) xe(n) u(n) Plant
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Controller, Gc
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of the Er-MCSI adaptive controller.
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The dynamics of the jth-order time-varying plant may be represented by the state equation

xðn þ 1Þ ¼ AðnÞxðnÞ þ BðnÞuðnÞ þ dðnÞ; (10)

where Aj�j and Bj�1 are the plant and input matrices, xðnÞj and dðnÞj are the state and disturbance
vectors, respectively, and uðnÞ is the scalar control signal.
The scalar controlled output variable, yðnÞ; is given by

yðnÞ ¼ CxðnÞ; (11)

where C1�j is the fixed output matrix.
Similarly, the reference model, describing the desired closed-loop system response (in terms of a

desired settling time and level of damping), is given by

xmðn þ 1Þ ¼ AmxmðnÞ þ BmrðnÞ; (12)

ymðnÞ ¼ CxmðnÞ; (13)

where the dimensions are the same as those for the plant state equation.
The reference model acts upon the reference signal rðnÞ; and xeðnÞ is the error between the plant

state xðnÞ and the desired state xmðnÞ: The gains of the feedback controller, fKeðnÞ
1�j;KI ðnÞg; are

adapted to minimise xeðnÞ via the control signal uðnÞ:
The control law for Er-MCSI is chosen as

uðnÞ ¼ KeðnÞxeðnÞ þ KI ðnÞxI ðnÞ; (14)

where xI ðnÞ is the scalar discrete-time integral of the output error signal, defined as

yeðnÞ ¼ CexeðnÞ; (15)

where C1�j
e is the output error matrix, which is determined in order to satisfy the strictly positive

real (SPR) condition [7].
The controller gains are initially zero and are updated according to

KeðnÞ ¼ Keðn � 1Þ þ bqeðnÞ � sqeðn � 1Þ;

KI ðnÞ ¼ KI ðn � 1Þ þ bqI ðnÞ � sqI ðn � 1Þ; ð16Þ

where

qe ¼ yex
T
e ;

qI ¼ yexI ; ð17Þ

s ¼ b� aD (18)

and a and b are positive scalar adaption weights and D is the sampling interval.
The Er-MCSI controller implementation for this application is shown in Fig. 5, where the Gc

block represents the controller blocks from Fig. 4. As before, vðnÞ represents the engine vibration
and PðzÞ and SðzÞ represent the primary path and secondary path (or plant) dynamics,
respectively.
The plant is first order, since only the acceleration state is used to update the controller gains.

Additionally, this state is directly measured, so C ¼ 1: The desired state xmðnÞ is zero since the
chassis is required to be stationary; hence, no reference model is required and xeðnÞ is equal to
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e0ðnÞ; a filtered version of the scalar measured error signal eðnÞ: FðzÞ is a sharp band-pass filter with
a variable central pass frequency equal to the known engine speed. The purpose of this filter is
twofold:
1.
 It reduces the low-frequency content of the measured chassis vibration eðnÞ: As already stated,
it is undesirable for the controller to respond to this input.
2.
 It reduces the high-frequency content of eðnÞ: This is required to prevent the controller gains
from winding up and inducing instability.

By adjusting the filter to pass frequencies near the engine-running speed, the band-width of the
error signal remains narrow. This improves the stability of the controller and permits the use of
higher adaption weights fa;bg; which in turn improves the cancellation performance. The filter
F ðzÞ is described in detail in Section 4.
The algorithm was implemented on a dPSACE DS1104 board operating at 10 kHz. This higher

sampling rate compared to the LMS-based algorithm is afforded by substantial savings in
computational effort.
4. Filtering with minimal phase shift

Filters are used to attenuate or amplify specific frequency components of a signal. Commonly
filters are designed purely to produce a particular magnitude response, but will also affect the
phase of the signal. The introduction of a phase lag to control signals can result in instability and
is thus highly undesirable.
For the application described here, filtering is necessary both to attenuate noise and also to

attenuate high-amplitude low-frequency components resulting from road inputs. Additionally, the
road input frequency and the lowest frequency of interest are typically around 10 and 30Hz,
respectively. The attenuation of the 10Hz component without affecting the 30Hz component
requires a sharp filter, and standard filter designs will inevitably introduce substantial phase shift
to the frequencies of interest. This section describes the design of a filtering strategy that will
separate the frequencies of interest and not introduce significant phase shift.
An initial approach to this problem may be to implement a fixed finite impulse response (FIR)

filter, with the tap weights designed to give a band-pass response encompassing the frequencies of
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interest. The advantage of the FIR filter is guaranteed stability. The disadvantage is that, in order
to create a sharp filter a very large number of weights may be required, which introduces a large
phase shift to the signal.
The strategy employed here is to measure the instantaneous engine frequency and use a very

narrow low-order infinite impulse response (IIR) band-pass filter centred on that frequency. Thus,
the centre frequency of the filter would move with the measured engine speed. This would enable a
filter with very small phase shift to be designed.
To design the discrete-time variable filter, we begin by taking a standard normalised second-

order band-pass filter with the following continuous-time Laplace transfer function:

HbpðsÞ ¼
E0ðsÞ

EðsÞ
¼

s=Q

s2 þ s=Q þ 1
; (19)

where EðsÞ and E0ðsÞ are the Laplace transforms of the continuous-time error signal eðtÞ and
the filtered error signal e0ðtÞ; and Q determines the damping of the filter (i.e. the notch width
and depth).
The discrete-time transfer function is obtained by mapping to the z-domain using the bi-linear

transform [12]

s ¼ c
z � 1

z þ 1

	 

; (20)

where

c ¼ cot
ioeD
2

	 

(21)

is the frequency warping coefficient, which compensates for the inherent inaccuracy in the bilinear
transform, ioe is the ith order of the measured instantaneous engine frequency, and D is the fixed
sampling interval.
Thus, we obtain the discrete-time transfer function:

HbpðzÞ ¼
c=Qð1� z�2Þ

z�2ðc2 � c=Q þ 1Þ þ z�1ð2� 2c2Þ þ ðc2 þ c=Q þ 1Þ
; (22)

whose co-efficients are updated at each time step according to the instantaneous measured
frequency.
Fig. 6 shows the magnitude and phase responses for Hbp with a centre frequency of 30Hz and a

Q-value of 40. The filter is designed to pass only frequencies near its centre frequency, achieving
40 dB attenuation at 10Hz and 0 dB at 30Hz. The phase at the centre frequency is 0	; so providing
the frequency is exactly known no phase shift will be introduced to the frequency component of
interest.
The measured engine frequency will never be known exactly, however. Fig. 6 shows that the

phase changes very rapidly around the centre frequency, so even small errors in the frequency
estimate could introduce large amounts of phase shift. The frequency is estimated using a simple
edge detector and counter, operating on a signal from a tachometer (commonly an accurate
estimate of the engine speed would be available from an engine control unit signal).
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To overcome this problem, three of these band-pass filters are arranged in parallel. Two are
very sharp filters with centre frequencies on either side of the desired overall centre frequency. The
third is a broader filter centred on the desired overall centre frequency. The composite filter is
normalised to give unity gain around the centre frequency. Fig. 6 also shows a composite filter
designed to have broadly similar characteristics to Hbp with Q ¼ 40: Fig. 7 shows the magnitude
and phase responses of the individual filters and the composite filter for a narrow frequency range
around the centre frequency.
In the range around the centre frequency encompassing the maximum predicted frequency

error, the magnitude is very nearly unity and there is almost zero phase shift.
The performance of the filter was established by comparison with Hbp: A function generator

was used to simulate engine noise as a sinusoid with a swept frequency of 25–200Hz. The
frequency estimator was driven from the function generator square-wave output. A large-
amplitude 10Hz signal was added to the engine noise to simulate road inputs. A single band-pass
and a composite band-pass filter were used to filter out the 10Hz component. For interest, an
LMS adaptive notch filter (similar to Fig. 2 but with no secondary path dynamics) designed to
give similar levels of attenuation to the band-pass filters across the frequency sweep was also
tested. Fig. 8 compares the magnitude and phase modifications to the signal of interest, which are
introduced by the three filters.
It is clear that the composite filter substantially outperforms the single band-pass filter and the

LMS notch filter in terms of phase response. The maximum phase shift introduced to the signal of
interest using the composite filter is approximately 0:5	; compared to over 20	 with the others. The
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magnitude accuracy is less important than the phase accuracy for this application since it does not
affect the stability of the algorithm.
5. In vehicle testing

The algorithms described in Sections 2 and 3 were applied to a single active mount fitted to a
saloon car equipped with a four-cylinder 2 l turbo-diesel engine. For both algorithms the adaption
weights were experimentally determined as the maximum permissible values to achieve stable
operation across all tests. The feed-back accelerometer was located near the chassis mounting
point. Typically for a four-cylinder engine the second-order component of the vibration (twice the
engine speed) is dominant, and this was the case for the vehicle in question. In particular, at
around 2700 rpm the second-order vibration was manifest as substantial vibration transmitted
through the accelerator pedal and driver’s seat. The algorithms were thus set up to cancel this
component (though they can be modified to cancel several harmonics if required).
The algorithms were tested while the car was in motion under normal driving conditions. In

particular, the following tests were conducted:
1.
 second gear acceleration;

2.
 third gear acceleration;

3.
 constant 2700 rpm at motorway speed.
The algorithms were evaluated in terms of speed of response, transient performance and stability.
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6. Results

6.1. Speed of response

The algorithms were switched on with the engine running at a constant speed of approximately
2700 rpm with the car stationary. Fig. 9 shows the magnitude of the second-order vibration
component following algorithm switch-on. It is seen that the Er-MCSI and FXLMS algorithms
perform similarly, achieving approximately 90% reduction in less than 500 samples.

6.2. Transient performance

The transient performance of the algorithms was assessed with the car in motion. Fig. 10 shows
the results for second gear acceleration over approximately 5 s for the three cases where the system
is uncontrolled, and controlled by the Er-MCSI and FXLMS algorithms, respectively. The
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dominant second-order vibration component appears in the frequency range 50–100Hz (and is
the only component to be cancelled), and several higher-order harmonics are also visible. The
plots were generated using a moving window FFT.
It is observed that both the Er-MCSI and FXLMS algorithms achieve similarly high levels of

cancellation across the transient.
Fig. 11 shows similar results for third gear acceleration over approximately 8–10 s.
Again, the algorithms have performed very similarly. In both figures, the effect of road inputs is

clearly visible as low-frequency content.
6.3. Stability

Fig. 12 shows the trajectories of the Er-MCSI gains during a transient up and down the
frequency range of interest (50–100Hz for the dominant second-order vibration). Over time the
gains were observed to behave in a stable fashion, exhibiting no wind-up and taking similar values
at a given frequency during transients. The differences in gain values shown in Fig. 12 are
attributable to the nonlinear behaviour of the system, different rates of change of frequency
during the transients and errors in frequency estimation.
The measure of stability of the FXLMS algorithm is the quality of the identification of Ŝ:

Fig. 13 shows the gain and phase representation of the filter impulse response generated by the
FBLMS identification. The results are shown for three cases:
1.
 frequency-domain identification off-line (i.e. engine switched off);

2.
 frequency-domain identification on-line (engine running at constant 2700 rpm);

3.
 time-domain identification on-line (engine running at constant 2700 rpm).
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The time-domain identification is included to highlight the effects of signal corruption. For the
off-line case, time-domain and frequency-domain identification generate very similar filters, and
they are sufficiently accurate to guarantee the overall stability of the algorithm (assuming
sufficiently small m). For the on-line case, it is observed that the frequency-domain identification
remains sufficiently accurate but the time-domain identification does not. In particular, the anti-
resonance at 200Hz is not present and consequently the phase estimate in the higher portion of
the frequency range of interest is very poor. This is because the estimate was corrupted by strong
signal content at approximately 180Hz, corresponding to the un-cancelled fourth-order vibration
component.
6.4. Cancellation level

Fig. 14 shows the levels of cancellation achieved across the frequency range of interest during
acceleration in third gear.
The vibration levels have been reduced to the level of background tyre noise across the

spectrum, with the algorithms typically achieving between 50% and 90% reduction.
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Fig. 11. Spectrogram showing second-order cancellation (50–100Hz) during third gear acceleration (top: uncontrolled;

middle: Er-MCSI; bottom: FXLMS).
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7. Computational requirements

The computational requirements of the algorithms are compared in terms of their execution
times within a time-step. The FXLMS algorithm was implemented as a multi-tasking system (a
cancellation task and an on-line system identification task), with system identification executed in
the background. Hence, the identification task execution time is within a length L block of time-
steps. The execution times are summarised in Table 1.
The execution times for the FXLMS cancellation task and the Er-MCSI algorithm are similar,

but the FXLMS system identification task is comparatively intensive. Furthermore, for a two-
input/two-output coupled system, four identification tasks would be required for the FXLMS
algorithm. This would further increase its computational requirements compared to the
equivalent Er-MCSI algorithm.
8. Conclusions

Two active vibration cancellation algorithms have been tested with an active engine mount in
conjunction with a saloon car equipped with a four-cylinder turbo-diesel engine. Neither
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Fig. 12. Er-MCSI gains during engine speed transient from 25–50–25Hz over approx. 20 s corresponding to a second-

order transient of 50–100–50Hz. Frequency increasing (—), frequency decreasing (- -).
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Table 1

Algorithm computational requirements

Algorithm Task Execution time (s)

FXLMS Cancellation 6.0e�5

System identification 1.9e�3

Er-MCSI Single task 6.4e�5
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Fig. 14. Cancellation levels achieved during normal driving. Uncontrolled ( ), Er-MCSI (—), FXLMS with

frequency-domain ID (� � �).
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algorithm requires a priori knowledge of the system dynamics—an essential property for this
application. The two algorithms were:
1.
 FXLMS with frequency-domain identification of secondary path dynamics;

2.
 Er-MCSI with a variable band-pass filter.
The Er-MCSI algorithm was found to perform very similarly to the FXLMS algorithm with
frequency-domain identification, both in terms of speed of convergence and level of cancellation.
The operation of the Er-MCSI algorithm in this application is made possible by using a variable
band-pass filter to pick out a particular frequency for cancellation without introducing significant
phase shift to the filtered signal.
The Er-MCSI algorithm provides a significant computational advantage over the FXLMS

algorithm since it requires no on-line system identification. This advantage will become more
significant when the algorithms are extended to control multiple mount-sensor systems.
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